
Nankeen Kestrel Falco cenchroides

The Nankeen Kestrel was described and named by Nicholas Vigors and Thomas 
Horsfield in 1827, from specimens collected by George Caley in the Sydney region 
in 1803.

Despite its abundance the Kestrel is little studied, and there is surprisingly little 
to add to the HANZAB account in almost three decades. Much recent research has 
concentrated on diet, partly in concert with attempts to mitigate aircraft strike at 
airports, and there has been only one preliminary study of colour-marked birds. By 
contrast, kestrel species in Britain, Europe and North America have been studied 
exhaustively. Australian academics and graduate students wanting to study raptors, 
and needing large sample sizes, need look no further than the Nankeen Kestrel as a 
species well worthy of detailed comparison with its overseas counterparts.

John Pastorelli’s Honours thesis (Pastorelli 1984) was not cited by HANZAB on 
the Kestrel, so the essentials are included here.

Field identific ation
The Nankeen Kestrel is still sometimes confused with the palest Brown Falcons 
Falco berigora, even to the point of misidentified photos of perched individuals of 
one or the other in contemporary popular publications. The key distinguishing 
features in such circumstances are the Brown Falcon’s long grey legs, brown thigh 
feathers and lack of a black subterminal band on the tail, versus the Kestrel’s short 
yellow legs and lack of brown thigh feathers. In some light conditions, e.g. in brief 
views when only silhouetted, Kestrels can be confused with the Australian Hobby 
Falco longipennis, but are less dashing and rakish. The Kestrel can also be confused 
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juvenile female Kestrels contract a debilitating (and probably ultimately fatal) 
protozoan infection of the brain, eyes and other organs (Raidal et al. 1999). The 
impact of aggression by corvids and Common Mynas Acridotheres tristis (the latter 
over nest hollows) in rural and urban areas is unknown, and deserves investigation 
(G. Czechura). Various species, including Common Brushtail Possum Trichosurus 
vulpecula and common farmland cockatoos (Cacatuidae), compete with Kestrels 
for hollows (Stewart 2021).

Measurements
Measurements for wing and tail for both sexes from Western Australia 

(Johnstone and Storr 1998) have slightly lower limits than, but are otherwise 
within the range for, the respective parameters given by HANZAB (which included 
Western Australian Museum specimens). Other differences suggest a different 
method of measuring tarsus and bill.

Weights
Johnstone and Storr (1998) gave weights as 121–190 g, which are within the range 
given by HANZAB for the sexes combined.

Fledgling Nankeen Kestrel just out of the nest. Photo: © David Whelan/wildpix.com.au
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Brown Falcon Falco berigora

The Brown Falcon was described and named by Nicholas Vigors and Thomas 
Horsfield in 1827, from a specimen collected by George Caley in the Sydney region 
in the early 1800s.

The Brown Falcon is an ‘old endemic’ that has been in Australia far longer than 
any of our other extant falcons. It has some unusual features for a falcon. Although 
there has been a reasonable amount of research on it since HANZAB days, there is 
scope for a much better understanding of this species. For instance, the question of 
plumage morphs still needs to be thoroughly investigated in various parts of the 
country, notably in the arid zone and tropics, even though in southern temperate 
Australia much of the plumage variation can be attributed to age and gender 
differences (McDonald 2003a). The matter is complicated by long-distance 
dispersal of juveniles, which are dark-plumaged, as far as the tropics, and which 
may partly account for the predominance of the ‘dark morph’ in that region. 
Clearly, there is much still to be learned.

Field identification
An ongoing identification problem is the confusion of dark Brown Falcons with 
the Black Falcon Falco subniger, particularly when Brown Falcons are rapidly 
pursuing an intruding conspecific. Key features when perched are the Brown 
Falcon’s ‘blocky’ head, long legs and short thigh feathers (versus the Black Falcon’s 
small head, powerful shoulders, short legs and long thigh feathers). On the wing, 
the Brown Falcon’s pale and strongly barred flight and tail feathers, heavy flight 
and dihedral wings when gliding or soaring are diagnostic (versus the Black 
Falcon’s more uniform appearance, very pointed wings, shallow flickering flight 
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Adult male Brown Falcon. Photo: © David Whelan/wildpix.com.au

Brown Falcon harassed by Willie Wagtail. Photo: © David Whelan/wildpix.com.au
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Australian Hobby Falco longipennis

The Australian Hobby was named the ‘Lunulated Falcon’ by John Latham, from an 
illustration by one of the Port Jackson Painters in 1788–97, thus showing that it was 
encountered by the First Fleet around Sydney Cove. William Swainson formally 
described and named it in 1837 as Falco longipennis, on the basis of a specimen 
collected in Tasmania, so pre-empting John Gould’s description in 1838 of Falco 
frontatus from ‘New South Wales’. Under harsh lighting conditions, such as in the 
inland and tropics, exaggeration of the pale half-collar well earns the name 
‘Lunulated’ (G. Czechura).

The Australian Hobby is polytypic (multiple subspecies), with one distinct 
(small) subspecies, F. l. hanieli, endemic to the Lesser Sunda Islands. The 
Australian population is alleged to consist of two subspecies: nominate longipennis 
of humid regions being dark, and murchisonianus of arid and semi-arid regions 
being pale. However, there is extensive intergradation, no difference in 
measurements, and it is hard to imagine such a mobile and wide-ranging species 
being split into isolated continental populations by insurmountable geographical 
barriers. The variation is more likely ecotypic –  those in arid areas being more 
pallid (Gloger’s rule). Investigation by modern taxonomic methods, including DNA 
analysis, is well overdue, and a critical evaluation of the validity of murchisonianus 
is awaited with some anticipation.

The Australian Hobby has been surprisingly little studied, despite its being 
fairly common in towns and cities, including capital cities such as Canberra, 
Melbourne and Adelaide where it breeds in raven nests in the suburbs. There have 
been only five reasonably significant ecological studies (mostly dietary) since 
HANZAB, probably a case of being overshadowed by the more charismatic 
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total intake over the nestling period was y = 20.54x0.183, where y = intake in grams 
and x = fledging bodyweight; and daily food intake near fledging (at asymptotic 
bodyweight) was 4.0 + 0.206x where x = mean bodyweight.

Social organisation
Well known, although no studies of marked birds; the little new information 
supplements HANZAB. Recent observational study by Morley (2020).

Juvenile Australian Hobby diving and banking. Photos: © David Whelan/wildpix.com.au
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Grey Falcon Falco hypoleucos

The Grey Falcon was described and named by John Gould in 1841 from a specimen 
given to John Gilbert in 1839 by Lockier Burgess, who collected a juvenile in that 
year near York in south-west Western Australia. In 1842 Gilbert himself collected a 
specimen from the same region, locations where the Grey Falcon is no longer seen 
(for further details see Schoenjahn 2010b).

Confusion between various other pale Australian raptors and the Grey Falcon 
has affected the reliability of pre-1980 literature on the Grey Falcon, the more 
reliable information having come from field studies by raptor biologists since 1980. 
Such identification problems still persist in birding circles. It is thus difficult to 
ascertain whether some historical and even fairly recent claims about the Grey 
Falcon are correct, and recent research renders some or many such claims 
doubtful. In the 1980s, photographic studies by enthusiastic amateurs Jack and 
Lindsay Cupper and David Hollands started to paint a truer picture of this elusive 
bird in their respective books, as cited by HANZAB. Remoteness of the Grey 
Falcon’s breeding range has presented a problem for research, although Tom 
Aumann, Andrew Sutton, Ian Falkenberg, Immy Janse and her colleagues, Chris 
Watson, Andrew Ley and Brian Tynan have made significant contributions to our 
understanding. Jonny Schoenjahn’s ambitious research project has provided a 
definitive picture of this species’ biology and ecology.

As shown by Jonny’s PhD thesis (Schoenjahn 2018) and subsequent 
publications (Schoenjahn et al. 2021, 2022a,b), the Grey Falcon is specifically 
adapted to life exclusively in areas of the hot arid and semi-arid zones of the 
interior of Australia, an environment with unpredictable and extreme periods of 
boom and bust. The Grey Falcon is the only Falco species restricted to an arid 
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Field identification
An ongoing identification problem is the misidentification of grey or grey-backed 
and other pale raptors as the Grey Falcon, notably the Grey Goshawk Accipiter 
novaehollandiae, Black-shouldered Kite Elanus axillaris and white-breasted (palest) 
individuals of the Brown Falcon Falco berigora, but also adult accipiters (Brown 
Goshawk A. fasciatus and Collared Sparrowhawk A. cirrocephalus), adult 
Australian Hobbies F. longipennis and Peregrine Falcons F. peregrinus (especially 
perhaps the paler northern migrants, F. p. calidus –  see the Peregrine account), and 
even Nankeen Kestrels F. cenchroides. This issue incurs false and hence inflated 
Grey Falcon records in databases, clouds the Falcon’s numerical and conservation 
status and true distribution, and provides false (and hence costly and inefficient) 
leads for research projects on the Falcon’s conservation biology. Key identification 
features are the Grey Falcon’s bright orange-yellow base of bill, cere, orbital skin 
and feet, brown eyes, wispy malar stripe, short legs hidden by long thigh feathers, 
and long wing tips reaching just beyond the tail tip at rest; additionally, when in 
flight, the barred wings and tail, long pointed wings with extensive black tips on 
the dorsal surface, powerful active flight (though often soaring rather than 

Yearling Grey Falcon, moulting from juvenile to adult. Photo: © Angus Newey
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Black Falcon Falco subniger

The Black Falcon was described and named by George Gray, ornithologist at the 
British Museum, in 1843, from a specimen that had lain unrecognised in that 
collection, perhaps overlooked as a dark Brown Falcon Falco berigora. The 
specimen, from an unstated location, was inferred to have come from Victoria. 
However, there is no firm evidence in support, and it could have come from 
anywhere in the drier inland parts of the then colony of ‘New South Wales’, as 
explored and settled (by Europeans) up to c. 1840.

The Black Falcon, long the neglected ‘poor cousin’ of the Peregrine Falcon 
Falco peregrinus, was surprisingly little studied until around 1980. Before then, 
much of the limited published information on it was a rehash of early literature 
and affected by confusion with dark Brown Falcons. Photographic studies by 
enthusiastic amateurs Jack and Lindsay Cupper and David Hollands in their 
respective books from the 1980s, as cited in HANZAB, coupled with research by 
David Baker-Gabb, started to paint a truer picture of this spectacular flier. Jerry 
Olsen also pointed out the characteristics of genuine Black Falcons and some of the 
errors in the literature. Nevertheless, apart from a chapter in Jerry Olsen’s book 
(1994), the rather sketchy HANZAB account remained the status quo for the next 
decade, until early in the present century. It is still a puzzle as to why this species 
was so ignored for so long, but this neglect may be related to preoccupation with 
the more charismatic and romanticised Peregrine and focus on that species in the 
DDT era, coupled with a misconception that the Black Falcon is little more than a 
glorified Brown Falcon. Peregrines were also likely more predictable as study 
subjects, being associated with cliffs.
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Field identification
An ongoing identification problem is the confusion of Black Falcons with dark 
individuals of the Brown Falcon. Key features are the Black Falcon’s small head, 
powerful shoulders, short legs and long thigh feathers when perched (versus the 
Brown Falcon’s ‘blocky’ head, long legs and short thigh feathers), and the Black 
Falcon’s more uniform and streamlined appearance, very pointed wings, shallow 
flickering flight and flat to slightly drooping wings when gliding or soaring (versus 
the Brown Falcon’s pale and strongly barred flight and tail feathers, heavy flight and 
dihedral wings when gliding or soaring). In flight, the Black Falcon’s short legs (toes 
not reaching the ends of the undertail coverts), and its squarer tail with ‘stepped’ 
outer edges (outermost feather shorter than the rest), may be evident.

Habitat
HANZAB characterised the Black Falcon’s habitat as ‘wooded lands, open country 
and terrestrial wetlands of tropical and temperate Australia; stronghold in arid and 
semi-arid zones, generally below 500 m asl … mainly over open plains and low 
vegetation … also [wooded habitats] only if open or very open’. Post-1993 studies 

Adult female Black Falcon. Photo: © David Whelan/wildpix.com.au
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